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Abstract. In this paper we present the type system of Java version
1.5 and a type inference algorithm for untyped Java programs. By a
small example we show that the code is more reusable if a type inference
algorithm is used.

1

Generic types in Java

In version 1.5 of sun’s java (G–JAVA), generic types are implemented [1]. Generic
types are parameterized types. The parameters can be instantiated by other
types. For example the type of the vectors has a parameter Vector<a>. Then a
declaration “Vector<Integer> var;” means that the vector var contains only
Integers. The main advantage is, that in each other method, which needs
an element of the vector, the type of the element is Integer, definitely. This
means that on the one hand many type casts are no longer needed. For example
“var.get(5).intValue()” without type cast is correct. On the other hand some
run time errors become compiling errors. For example: ((String)var.get(5))
++ “hallo” causes already a compiling error.
Generic types in a java framework are known since PIZZA [2] and Generic Java
[3, 4].

2

Type system of G–JAVA

The types in G–JAVA are given as terms over class names and type variables.
For example Vector<a> and Vector<Vector<Integer>> are type terms. The
inheritance ordering ≤ can be extended to an partial ordering ≤∗ on the set
of type terms. It holds C<θ1 , . . . , θn > ≤∗ C′ <θ1′ , . . . , θn′ > if the class C extends the
class C′ (C<a1 , . . . , an > ≤ C′ <a1 , . . . , an >) and θi = θi′
It is possible to assign an expression of a lower type (wrt. ≤∗ ) as demanded to a
variable. For example the declaration “Matrix extends Vector<Vector<Integer>>”
(Matrix ≤∗ Vector<Vector<Integer>>) allows: If m has the type Matrix and var the
type Vector<Vector<Integer>> then “var = m;” is valid.

3

Type Inference

Type inference is well-known form functional programming languages since [5].
The goal of the type inference algorithm is to determine the result type, and the
parameter types for an untyped G–JAVA method. These types can be derived
from typed fields and already typed methods. Let us consider the following
example.
class Matrix extends Vector<Vector<Integer>> {
mul(m ) {
ret = new Matrix ();
i = 0;
while(i < size()) {
v1 = this.elementAt(i);
v2 = new Vector<Integer> ();
j = 0;
while (j < v1.size()) {
erg = 0 ;
k = 0;
while (k < v1.size()) {
erg = erg + v1.elementAt(k).intValue()
* (m.elementAt(k)).elementAt(j).intValue();
k++; }
v2.addElement(new Integer(erg));
j++; }
ret.addElement(v2);
i++; }
return ret; } }

The method mul calculates the matrix multiplication. The types of the variables (printed italic) and the result type are determined by the type inference
algorithm.
The algorithm: The idea of the algorithm is, that for each method variable a
type variable as type is assumed. Then during a visit of the whole abstract syntax
tree of the G–JAVA program the assumed type variables are instantiated. The
instantiation is determined by unification: If a method with the argument type
θ′ is applied to an argument with the type θ, then the unifier σ is determined
such that σ( θ ) ≤∗ σ( θ′ ) holds. This unification in not unitary, which means
that there are sometimes more than one most general unifier. This means that
an untyped method of a G–JAVA program can have more than one type.
The result of the algorithm for the mul method of the above Matrix example is:
(Matrix → Matrix)
∧ (Vector<Vector<Integer>> → Vector<Vector<Integer>>)
∧ (Vector<Vector<Integer>> → Matrix)
∧ (Matrix → Vector<Vector<Integer>>).
The result is surprising. If a programmer would type the above program, probably only the first typing (Matrix → Matrix) would be identified. The other

types are not obvious. The reasons for the other types are that neither on the
parameter m the method mul is called, nor mul is called recursively.

4

Conclusion and future work

We outlined an algorithm to reconstruct generic types in Java, which are introduced in version 1.5. The next step is to implement this algorithm by extending
a G–JAVA compiler. Finally, the goal is to integrate this algorithm in a programming framework. Then the algorithm is applied during program construction
and the user can choice the best type for his application.
The example shows that the algorithm can determine the types of G–JAVA methods more precisely than the user himself. This means that the type inference
algorithm would lead to more reusable G–JAVA programs. This is beside the
convenience for the programmers the most benefit of using type inference.
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